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Learning WorksThermodynamics and an Introduction to
ThermostatisticsIntroduction to SuperfluidityThermodynamics, Statistical
Thermodynamics, & Kinetics: Pearson New International EditionThermal Physics

Thermal Physics
This introductory textbook for standard undergraduate courses in thermodynamics
has been completely rewritten to explore a greater number of topics, more clearly
and concisely. Starting with an overview of important quantum behaviours, the
book teaches students how to calculate probabilities in order to provide a firm
foundation for later chapters. It introduces the ideas of classical thermodynamics
and explores them both in general and as they are applied to specific processes
and interactions. The remainder of the book deals with statistical mechanics. Each
topic ends with a boxed summary of ideas and results, and every chapter contains
numerous homework problems, covering a broad range of difficulties. Answers are
given to odd-numbered problems, and solutions to even-numbered problems are
available to instructors at www.cambridge.org/9781107694927.

An Introduction to Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics
Engel and Reid’s Thermodynamics, Statistical Thermodynamics, & Kinetics gives
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students a contemporary and accurate overview of physical chemistry while
focusing on basic principles that unite the sub-disciplines of the field. The Third
Edition continues to emphasize fundamental concepts and presents cutting-edge
research developments that demonstrate the vibrancy of physical chemistry today.
MasteringChemistry® for Physical Chemistry — a comprehensive online homework
and tutorial system specific to Physical Chemistry — is available for the first time
with Engel and Reid to reinforce students' understanding of complex theory and to
build problem-solving skills throughout the course.

The Physics of Energy
String Theory Methods for Condensed Matter Physics
Praise for How Learning Works "How Learning Works is the perfect title for this
excellent book. Drawing upon new research in psychology, education, and
cognitive science, the authors have demystified a complex topic into clear
explanations of seven powerful learning principles. Full of great ideas and practical
suggestions, all based on solid research evidence, this book is essential reading for
instructors at all levels who wish to improve their students' learning." —Barbara
Gross Davis, assistant vice chancellor for educational development, University of
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California, Berkeley, and author, Tools for Teaching "This book is a must-read for
every instructor, new or experienced. Although I have been teaching for almost
thirty years, as I read this book I found myself resonating with many of its ideas,
and I discovered new ways of thinking about teaching." —Eugenia T. Paulus,
professor of chemistry, North Hennepin Community College, and 2008 U.S.
Community Colleges Professor of the Year from The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education "Thank you Carnegie Mellon for making accessible what has previously
been inaccessible to those of us who are not learning scientists. Your focus on the
essence of learning combined with concrete examples of the daily challenges of
teaching and clear tactical strategies for faculty to consider is a welcome work. I
will recommend this book to all my colleagues." —Catherine M. Casserly, senior
partner, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching "As you read
about each of the seven basic learning principles in this book, you will find advice
that is grounded in learning theory, based on research evidence, relevant to
college teaching, and easy to understand. The authors have extensive knowledge
and experience in applying the science of learning to college teaching, and they
graciously share it with you in this organized and readable book." —From the
Foreword by Richard E. Mayer, professor of psychology, University of California,
Santa Barbara; coauthor, e-Learning and the Science of Instruction; and author,
Multimedia Learning
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Elements of Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics
Demonstrates how anyone in math, science, and engineering canmaster DFT
calculations Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most frequentlyused
computational tools for studying and predicting the propertiesof isolated
molecules, bulk solids, and material interfaces,including surfaces. Although the
theoretical underpinnings of DFTare quite complicated, this book demonstrates
that the basicconcepts underlying the calculations are simple enough to
beunderstood by anyone with a background in chemistry, physics,engineering, or
mathematics. The authors show how the widespreadavailability of powerful DFT
codes makes it possible for studentsand researchers to apply this important
computational technique toa broad range of fundamental and applied problems.
Density Functional Theory: A Practical Introductionoffers a concise, easy-to-follow
introduction to the key conceptsand practical applications of DFT, focusing on
plane-wave DFT. Theauthors have many years of experience introducing DFT to
studentsfrom a variety of backgrounds. The book therefore offers severalfeatures
that have proven to be helpful in enabling students tomaster the subject,
including: Problem sets in each chapter that give readers the opportunityto test
their knowledge by performing their own calculations Worked examples that
demonstrate how DFT calculations are usedto solve real-world problems Further
readings listed in each chapter enabling readers toinvestigate specific topics in
greater depth This text is written at a level suitable for individuals from avariety of
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scientific, mathematical, and engineering backgrounds.No previous experience
working with DFT calculations is needed.

Statistical Thermodynamics
Quirky Quantum Concepts
The discovery of a duality between Anti-de Sitter spaces (AdS) and Conformal Field
Theories (CFT) has led to major advances in our understanding of quantum field
theory and quantum gravity. String theory methods and AdS/CFT correspondence
maps provide new ways to think about difficult condensed matter problems. String
theory methods based on the AdS/CFT correspondence allow us to transform
problems so they have weak interactions and can be solved more easily. They can
also help map problems to different descriptions, for instance mapping the
description of a fluid using the Navier–Stokes equations to the description of an
event horizon of a black hole using Einstein's equations. This textbook covers the
applications of string theory methods and the mathematics of AdS/CFT to areas of
condensed matter physics. Bridging the gap between string theory and condensed
matter, this is a valuable textbook for students and researchers in both fields.
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An Introduction to Energy Conversion
CONGRATULATIONS TO HERBERT KROEMER, 2000 NOBEL LAUREATE FOR PHYSICS
For upper-division courses in thermodynamics or statistical mechanics, Kittel and
Kroemer offers a modern approach to thermal physics that is based on the idea
that all physical systems can be described in terms of their discrete quantum
states, rather than drawing on 19th-century classical mechanics concepts.

热力学与统计物理简明教程
Statistical Physics of Particles
本书主要讲的是平衡态热力学和统计物理。从第1章到第10章,以热力学的四个实验定律为主线讲授了平衡态热力学,主要介绍了温度和平衡态等基本概念,热
力学第一定律及其应用等。从第11章到第19章,讲授了平衡态统计物理,主要介绍了气体动理论、玻耳兹曼统计、玻色统计、玻色气体和费米气体的性质等
。在第20章介绍了信息论的基本概念及其应用。

The Detonation Phenomenon
This book is based on many years of teaching statistical and thermal physics. It
assumes no previous knowledge of thermodynamics, kinetic theory, or
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probability---the only prerequisites are an elementary knowledge of classical and
modern physics, and of multivariable calculus. The first half of the book introduces
the subject inductively but rigorously, proceeding from the concrete and specific to
the abstract and general. In clear physical language the book explains the key
concepts, such as temperature, heat, entropy, free energy, chemical potential, and
distributions, both classical and quantum. The second half of the book applies
these concepts to a wide variety of phenomena, including perfect gases, heat
engines, and transport processes. Each chapter contains fully worked examples
and real-world problems drawn from physics, astronomy, biology, chemistry,
electronics, and mechanical engineering.

Mathematical Theory of Optics
Designed by two MIT professors, this authoritative text transcends the limitations
and ambiguities of traditional treatments to develop a deep understanding of the
fundamentals of thermodynamics and its energy-related applications. Basic
concepts and applications are discussed in complete detail, with attention to
generality, rigorous definitions, and logical consistency. More than 300 solved
problems span a wide range of realistic energy systems and processes.

Introduction to Quantum Mechanics
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This is a textbook for the standard undergraduate-level course in thermal physics.
The book explores applications to engineering, chemistry, biology, geology,
atmospheric science, astrophysics, cosmology, and everyday life.

Thermodynamic Modeling and Materials Data Engineering
Woodson's classic work of criticism explores how the education received by blacks
has failed to give them an appreciation of themselves as a race and their
contributions to history. Woodson puts forward a program that calls for the
educated to learn about their past and serve the black community.
(Education/Teaching)

Modeling and Simulation of Heterogeneous Catalytic Reactions
Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics
Jacob Bekenstein, an Israeli physicist of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, planted
the seeds of a revolution of our understanding of space-time. Using conservative
intuitive methods including time-old gedanken experiments, he discovered that
black holes have thermodynamical properties such as entropy.Moreover, he found
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that their entropy was not extensive, unlike that of any other thermodynamical
system considered before, but rather is proportional to the surface of their horizon.
Furthermore, Bekenstein pioneered the study of black holes by focusing on their
information content aspects. This led him to obtain bounds of a holographic nature
on the amount of information that can be stored in a given region of spacetime.This book contains a series of scientific and personal contributions by his
contemporaries who recall the struggle against his ideas and then with them: the
fate accompanying many revolutionary ideas. This is followed by original scientific
contributions by many of the leaders of current research on black hole physics and
holography. They have trodden his path and expanded it. The impact of Jacob
Bekenstein's visionary ideas is just starting to be understood.

Theoretical Methods in Condensed Phase Chemistry
The only text to cover both thermodynamic and statistical mechanics--allowing
students to fully master thermodynamics at the macroscopic level. Presents
essential ideas on critical phenomena developed over the last decade in simple,
qualitative terms. This new edition maintains the simple structure of the first and
puts new emphasis on pedagogical considerations. Thermostatistics is
incorporated into the text without eclipsing macroscopic thermodynamics, and is
integrated into the conceptual framework of physical theory.
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Problems and Solutions on Thermodynamics and Statistical
Mechanics
Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics
In Thermal Physics: Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics for Scientists and
Engineers, the fundamental laws of thermodynamics are stated precisely as
postulates and subsequently connected to historical context and developed
mathematically. These laws are applied systematically to topics such as phase
equilibria, chemical reactions, external forces, fluid-fluid surfaces and interfaces,
and anisotropic crystal-fluid interfaces. Statistical mechanics is presented in the
context of information theory to quantify entropy, followed by development of the
most important ensembles: microcanonical, canonical, and grand canonical. A
unified treatment of ideal classical, Fermi, and Bose gases is presented, including
Bose condensation, degenerate Fermi gases, and classical gases with internal
structure. Additional topics include paramagnetism, adsorption on dilute sites,
point defects in crystals, thermal aspects of intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors,
density matrix formalism, the Ising model, and an introduction to Monte Carlo
simulation. Throughout the book, problems are posed and solved to illustrate
specific results and problem-solving techniques. Includes applications of interest to
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physicists, physical chemists, and materials scientists, as well as materials,
chemical, and mechanical engineers Suitable as a textbook for advanced
undergraduates, graduate students, and practicing researchers Develops content
systematically with increasing order of complexity Self-contained, including nine
appendices to handle necessary background and technical details

Einstein Gravity in a Nutshell
Superfluidity – and closely related to it, superconductivity – are very general
phenomena that can occur on vastly different energy scales. Their underlying
theoretical mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking is even more general
and applies to a multitude of physical systems. In these lecture notes, a
pedagogical introduction to the field-theory approach to superfluidity is presented.
The connection to more traditional approaches, often formulated in a different
language, is carefully explained in order to provide a consistent picture that is
useful for students and researchers in all fields of physics. After introducing the
basic concepts, such as the two-fluid model and the Goldstone mode, selected
topics of current research are addressed, such as the BCS-BEC crossover and
Cooper pairing with mismatched Fermi momenta.

An Introduction to Thermal Physics
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Thermodynamics is not the oldest of sciences. Mechanics can make that claim.
Thermodynamicsisaproductofsomeofthegreatestscienti?cmindsofthe19thand 20th
centuries. But it is suf?ciently established that most authors of new textbooks in
thermodynamics ?nd it necessary to justify their writing of yet another textbook. I
?nd this an unnecessary exercise because of the centrality of thermodynamics as a
science in physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine. I do acknowledge, however,
that instruction in thermodynamics often leaves the student in a confused state.
My attempt in this book is to present thermodynamics in as simple and as uni?ed a
form as possible. As teachers we identify the failures of our own teachers and
attempt to correct them. Although I personally acknowledge with a deep gratitude
the appreciation for thermodynamics that I found as an undergraduate, I also
realize that my teachers did not convey to me the sweeping grandeur of
thermodynamics. Speci?cally the s- plicity and the power that James Clerk Maxwell
found in the methods of Gibbs were not part of my undergraduate experience.
Unfortunately some modern authors also seem to miss this central theme,
choosing instead to introduce the thermodynamic potentials as only useful
functions at various points in the development.

The Mis-education of the Negro
Changes and additions to the new edition of this classic textbook include a new
chapter on symmetries, new problems and examples, improved explanations,
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more numerical problems to be worked on a computer, new applications to solid
state physics, and consolidated treatment of time-dependent potentials.

Modern Thermodynamics with Statistical Mechanics
A comprehensive and unified introduction to the science of energy sources, uses,
and systems for students, scientists, engineers, and professionals.

Jacob Bekenstein: The Conservative Revolutionary
While many scientists are familiar with fractals, fewer are familiar with scaleinvariance and universality which underlie the ubiquity of their shapes. These
properties may emerge from the collective behaviour of simple fundamental
constituents, and are studied using statistical field theories. Initial chapters
connect the particulate perspective developed in the companion volume, to the
coarse grained statistical fields studied here. Based on lectures taught by Professor
Kardar at MIT, this textbook demonstrates how such theories are formulated and
studied. Perturbation theory, exact solutions, renormalization groups, and other
tools are employed to demonstrate the emergence of scale invariance and
universality, and the non-equilibrium dynamics of interfaces and directed paths in
random media are discussed. Ideal for advanced graduate courses in statistical
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physics, it contains an integrated set of problems, with solutions to selected
problems at the end of the book and a complete set available to lecturers at
www.cambridge.org/9780521873413.

An Introduction to Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics
J.-P. CALISTE, A. TRUYOL AND J. WESTBROOK The Series, "Data and Knowledge in a
Changing World", exemplifies CODATA's primary purpose of collecting, from widely
different fields, a wealth of information on efficient exploitation of data for progress
in science and technology and making that information available to scientists and
engineers. A separate and complementary CODATA Reference Series will present
Directories of compiled and evaluated data and Glossaries of data-related terms.
The present book "Thermodynamic Modeling and Materials Data Engineering"
discusses thermodynamic, structural, systemic and heuristic approaches to the
modeling of complex materials behavior in condensed phases, both fluids and
solids, in order to evaluate their potential applications. Itwas inspired by the
Symposium on "Materials and Structural Properties" held during the 14th
International CODATA Conference in Chambery, France. The quality of the
contributions to this Symposium motivated us to present" a coherent book of
interest to the field. Updated contributions inspired by Symposium discussions and
selections from other CODATA workshops concerning material properties data and
Computer Aided Design combine to highlight the complexity of material data
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issues on experimental, theoretical and simulation levels Articles were selected for
their pertinence in three areas. Complex data leading to interesting developments
and tools such as: • new developments in state equations and their applications, •
prediction and validation of physical and energy data by group correlations for
pure compounds, • modeling and prediction of mixture properties.

Reaction Rate Theory and Rare Events
This book introduces the detonation phenomenon in explosives. It is ideal for
engineers and graduate students with a background in thermodynamics and fluid
mechanics. The material is mostly qualitative, aiming to illustrate the physical
aspects of the phenomenon. Classical idealized theories of detonation waves are
presented first. These permit detonation speed, gas properties ahead and behind
the detonation wave, and the distribution of fluid properties within the detonation
wave itself to be determined. Subsequent chapters describe in detail the real
unstable structure of a detonation wave. One-, two-, and three-dimensional
computer simulations are presented along with experimental results using various
experimental techniques. The important effects of confinement and boundary
conditions and their influence on the propagation of a detonation are also
discussed. The final chapters cover the various ways detonation waves can be
formed and provide a review of the outstanding problems and future directions in
detonation research.
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Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics
Volume 5.

Thermodynamics
An ideal introduction to Einstein's general theory of relativity This unique textbook
provides an accessible introduction to Einstein's general theory of relativity, a
subject of breathtaking beauty and supreme importance in physics. With his
trademark blend of wit and incisiveness, A. Zee guides readers from the
fundamentals of Newtonian mechanics to the most exciting frontiers of research
today, including de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spacetimes, Kaluza-Klein theory, and
brane worlds. Unlike other books on Einstein gravity, this book emphasizes the
action principle and group theory as guides in constructing physical theories. Zee
treats various topics in a spiral style that is easy on beginners, and includes
anecdotes from the history of physics that will appeal to students and experts
alike. He takes a friendly approach to the required mathematics, yet does not shy
away from more advanced mathematical topics such as differential forms. The
extensive discussion of black holes includes rotating and extremal black holes and
Hawking radiation. The ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate students,
Einstein Gravity in a Nutshell also provides an essential resource for professional
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physicists and is accessible to anyone familiar with classical mechanics and
electromagnetism. It features numerous exercises as well as detailed appendices
covering a multitude of topics not readily found elsewhere. Provides an accessible
introduction to Einstein's general theory of relativity Guides readers from
Newtonian mechanics to the frontiers of modern research Emphasizes symmetry
and the Einstein-Hilbert action Covers topics not found in standard textbooks on
Einstein gravity Includes interesting historical asides Features numerous exercises
and detailed appendices Ideal for students, physicists, and scientifically minded lay
readers Solutions manual (available only to teachers)

Density Functional Theory
This text is a companion volume to Transmission Electron Microscopy: A Textbook
for Materials Science by Williams and Carter. The aim is to extend the discussion of
certain topics that are either rapidly changing at this time or that would benefit
from more detailed discussion than space allowed in the primary text. Worldrenowned researchers have contributed chapters in their area of expertise, and the
editors have carefully prepared these chapters to provide a uniform tone and
treatment for this exciting material. The book features an unparalleled collection of
color figures showcasing the quality and variety of chemical data that can be
obtained from today’s instruments, as well as key pitfalls to avoid. As with the
previous TEM text, each chapter contains two sets of questions, one for self
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assessment and a second more suitable for homework assignments. Throughout
the book, the style follows that of Williams & Carter even when the subject matter
becomes challenging—the aim is always to make the topic understandable by firstyear graduate students and others who are working in the field of Materials
Science Topics covered include sources, in-situ experiments, electron diffraction,
Digital Micrograph, waves and holography, focal-series reconstruction and direct
methods, STEM and tomography, energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) imaging, and
spectrum imaging. The range and depth of material makes this companion volume
essential reading for the budding microscopist and a key reference for practicing
researchers using these and related techniques.

Thermodynamics, Kinetic Theory, and Statistical
Thermodynamics
This book provides a solid introduction to the classical and statistical theories of
thermodynamics while assuming no background beyond general physics and
advanced calculus. Though an acquaintance with probability and statistics is
helpful, it is not necessary. Providing a thorough, yet concise treatment of the
phenomenological basis of thermal physics followed by a presentation of the
statistical theory, this book presupposes no exposure to statistics or quantum
mechanics. It covers several important topics, including a mathematically sound
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presentation of classical thermodynamics; the kinetic theory of gases including
transport processes; and thorough, modern treatment of the thermodynamics of
magnetism. It includes up-to-date examples of applications of the statistical
theory, such as Bose-Einstein condensation, population inversions, and white dwarf
stars. And, it also includes a chapter on the connection between thermodynamics
and information theory. Standard International units are used throughout.An
important reference book for every professional whose work requires and
understanding of thermodynamics: from engineers to industrial designers.ÿ

Chaos in Classical and Quantum Mechanics
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Reaction Rate Theory and Rare Events bridges the historical gap between these
subjects because the increasingly multidisciplinary nature of scientific research
often requires an understanding of both reaction rate theory and the theory of
other rare events. The book discusses collision theory, transition state theory,
RRKM theory, catalysis, diffusion limited kinetics, mean first passage times,
Kramers theory, Grote-Hynes theory, transition path theory, non-adiabatic
reactions, electron transfer, and topics from reaction network analysis. It is an
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essential reference for students, professors and scientists who use reaction rate
theory or the theory of rare events. In addition, the book discusses transition state
search algorithms, tunneling corrections, transmission coefficients, microkinetic
models, kinetic Monte Carlo, transition path sampling, and importance sampling
methods. The unified treatment in this book explains why chemical reactions and
other rare events, while having many common theoretical foundations, often
require very different computational modeling strategies. Offers an integrated
approach to all simulation theories and reaction network analysis, a unique
approach not found elsewhere Gives algorithms in pseudocode for using molecular
simulation and computational chemistry methods in studies of rare events Uses
graphics and explicit examples to explain concepts Includes problem sets
developed and tested in a course range from pen-and-paper theoretical problems,
to computational exercises

Statistical Physics of Fields
This book is meant to provide a window on the rapidly growing body of theoretical
studies of condensed phase chemistry. A brief perusal of physical chemistry
journals in the early to mid 1980’s will find a large number of theor- ical papers
devoted to 3-body gas phase chemical reaction dynamics. The recent history of
theoretical chemistry has seen an explosion of progress in the devel- ment of
methods to study similar properties of systems with Avogadro’s number of
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particles. While the physical properties of condensed phase systems have long
been principle targets of statistical mechanics, microscopic dynamic theories that
start from detailed interaction potentials and build to first principles predictions of
properties are now maturing at an extraordinary rate. The techniques in use range
from classical studies of new Generalized Langevin Equations, semicl- sical studies
for non-adiabatic chemical reactions in condensed phase, mixed quantum classical
studies of biological systems, to fully quantum studies of m- els of condensed
phase environments. These techniques have become sufficiently sophisticated,
that theoretical prediction of behavior in actual condensed phase environments is
now possible. and in some cases, theory is driving development in experiment. The
authors and chapters in this book have been chosen to represent a wide variety in
the current approaches to the theoretical chemistry of condensed phase systems. I
have attempted a number of groupings of the chapters, but the - versity of the
work always seems to frustrate entirely consistent grouping.

Statistical and Thermal Physics
Introduction To Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
Describes the chaos apparent in simple mechanical systems with the goal of
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elucidating the connections between classical and quantum mechanics. It develops
the relevant ideas of the last two decades via geometric intuition rather than
algebraic manipulation. The historical and cultural background against which these
scientific developments have occurred is depicted, and realistic examples are
discussed in detail. This book enables entry-level graduate students to tackle fresh
problems in this rich field.

How Learning Works
The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2007 awarded to Gerhard Ertl for his groundbreaking
studies in surface chemistry highlighted the importance of heterogeneous catalysis
not only for modern chemical industry but also for environmental protection.
Heterogeneous catalysis is seen as one of the key technologies which could solve
the challenges associated with the increasing diversification of raw materials and
energy sources. It is the decisive step in most chemical industry processes, a major
method of reducing pollutant emissions from mobile sources and is present in fuel
cells to produce electricity. The increasing power of computers over the last
decades has led to modeling and numerical simulation becoming valuable tools in
heterogeneous catalysis. This book covers many aspects, from the state-of-the-art
in modeling and simulations of heterogeneous catalytic reactions on a molecular
level to heterogeneous catalytic reactions from an engineering perspective. This
first book on the topic conveys expert knowledge from surface science to both
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chemists and engineers interested in heterogeneous catalysis. The well-known and
international authors comprehensively present many aspects of the wide bridge
between surface science and catalytic technologies, including DFT calculations,
reaction dynamics on surfaces, Monte Carlo simulations, heterogeneous reaction
rates, reactions in porous media, electro-catalytic reactions, technical reactors, and
perspectives of chemical and automobile industry on modeling heterogeneous
catalysis. The result is a one-stop reference for theoretical and physical chemists,
catalysis researchers, materials scientists, chemical engineers, and chemists in
industry who would like to broaden their horizon and get a substantial overview on
the different aspects of modeling and simulation of heterogeneous catalytic
reactions.

Thermodynamics and an Introduction to Thermostatistics
Quirky Quantum Concepts explains the more important and more difficult concepts
in theoretical quantum mechanics, especially those which are consistently
neglected or confusing in many common expositions. The emphasis is on physical
understanding, which is necessary for the development of new, cutting edge
science. In particular, this book explains the basis for many standard quantum
methods, which are too often presented without sufficient motivation or
interpretation. The book is not a simplification or popularization: it is real science
for real scientists. Physics includes math, and this book does not shy away from it,
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but neither does it hide behind it. Without conceptual understanding, math is
gibberish. The discussions here provide the experimental and theoretical reasoning
behind some of the great discoveries, so the reader may see how discoveries arise
from a rational process of thinking, a process which Quirky Quantum Concepts
makes accessible to its readers. Quirky Quantum Concepts is therefore a
supplement to almost any existing quantum mechanics text. Students and
scientists will appreciate the combination of conversational style, which promotes
understanding, with thorough scientific accuracy.

Introduction to Superfluidity
Statistical physics has its origins in attempts to describe the thermal properties of
matter in terms of its constituent particles, and has played a fundamental role in
the development of quantum mechanics. Based on lectures taught by Professor
Kardar at MIT, this textbook introduces the central concepts and tools of statistical
physics. It contains a chapter on probability and related issues such as the central
limit theorem and information theory, and covers interacting particles, with an
extensive description of the van der Waals equation and its derivation by mean
field approximation. It also contains an integrated set of problems, with solutions
to selected problems at the end of the book and a complete set of solutions is
available to lecturers on a password protected website at
www.cambridge.org/9780521873420. A companion volume, Statistical Physics of
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Fields, discusses non-mean field aspects of scaling and critical phenomena,
through the perspective of renormalization group.

Thermodynamics, Statistical Thermodynamics, & Kinetics:
Pearson New International Edition
This text presents statistical mechanics and thermodynamics as a theoretically
integrated field of study. It stresses deep coverage of fundamentals, providing a
natural foundation for advanced topics. The large problem sets (with solutions for
teachers) include many computational problems to advance student
understanding.

Thermal Physics
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